
W e will enter a dispute in the coming
months over LU’s leaked strategy

document.  RMT has already pledged to
fight it and we hope other unions will follow.
This dispute will follow last year’s mixed
record of defeat over stations jobs and
victory over reinstating victimised activists,
Eammon, Arwyn and others.  To boost our
confidence and fight apathy, the unions
need to show us that they will try different
tactics from those that cost us stations jobs,
building on the successful elements of the
Eammon and Arwyn dispute.
Crucially, the Eammon and Arwyn dispute
empowered local reps to have control over
their dispute.  Decisions made by a strike
committee of mainly local reps guided the
decisions of the union. Tactics were
therefore more imaginative, more in-touch
with our wishes, and ultimately more
effective.
For this campaign against job cuts, the
unions need to find ways to involve and
empower as many workplace reps and
activists as possible.  Workplace or big local
branch meetings should thrash out ideas
that go towards shaping our unions’

strategies.  It is good that the RMT is setting
up a campaign committee.  The committee
should seek our input and be listened to.
TSSA and ASLEF members, get your unions
to do the same.
Up-to-date, accurate information from the
unions will help to engage us.  The Eammon
and Arwyn campaign focused on visiting
workplaces and circulating information to
build up our confidence. Communication
from the unions now needs to be stepped-up
for an effective campaign.  If unions expect
our help in ballots and picket lines then they
should help us by keeping us informed.

W e are in a position to defeat LU’s jobs
onslaught.  The best guarantee of

success is to get more of us involved.  If
you’re reading this and have never been to a
union meeting, then this is the time to go
along.  If you feel this fight is too important
to lose but are worried whether our unions
can win, then it’s even more important to get
involved.
The economic crisis has meant the
employers are playing their part in the class
struggle aggressively.  We need fresh ideas
to defeat them.

FARES WAR!
TfL announced their 5.6% fares

increase belatedly this year
following a "down-bidding fares
war" between the contestants in the
Mayoral election.
Ken Livingston pledged to
withdraw the originally-proposed
7% increase, claiming TfL was
‘awash with money’.
So Boris Johnson begged more
dosh  off his mate George Osborne
and cut the 7% increase to 5.6%
Boris then indulged in some "on
the hoof" innovation,  promising a
cheaper rate for journeys ending
before 7.30am to assist lower-paid
workers who start work earlier.
However, preferring bicycle or
limousine himself (depending
whether cameras are watching)
Boris didn't know fares are set on
the touch-in time of an oyster card.
To set fares by the touch-out time
would mean delayed passengers
pay more.
Travelcards have gone up by more
than the 5.6% average. If this trend
continues, we’ll end up with a
solely pay-as-you-go system
operated by "wave and pay"
technology.  With money deducted
from bank instead of Oystercards,
LU will dip directly into its
passengers’ bank accounts.
Higher fares are funding
"technological investments"
designed to cut staff and create a
soulless system, as you see on the
continent. When did the travelling
public ever request less uniformed
staff on the transport system? Like
it or not, they’re paying for it!
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HAPPY NEW YEAR!

Tubeworker is produced by Tube workers and published by Workers’ Liberty, an organisation
fighting as part of the labour movement for a socialist alternative to both capitalism and Stalinism,

based on common ownership and democracy.
We want one democratic, fighting union for all railworkers. We reject artificial divisions between

workers of different grades. We oppose racism, sexism, homophobia and all prejudice that divides
us. Only our bosses benefit from a divided workforce.

This year promises big challenges for every LU worker.  It’s crunch time for defending our
jobs.

ASLEF struck on Boxing Day.  As usual, LU said
disruption was minimal.

But the Vic Line managed only seven trains for most of
the day.  By midday, 37 of the normal 49 Pic Line trains
were cancelled.  LU only ran the Northern Line
Stockwell to Morden and Golders to Edgware until late
morning.
So there was decent support from ASLEF and RMT
members, although we don’t know how many just
wanted a Boxing Day break!
In the run-up, ASLEF’s lack of communication left
depots unclear about the strike’s demands.  No picket
lines were organised.
ASLEF is demanding Boxing Day to be voluntary and
incentivised with enhanced pay, a legitimate demand to
improve conditions.  It’s a shame it’s limited to drivers!

It’s also a shame ASLEF haven’t  fought jobs disputes
with similar gusto.  A recent ASLEF newsletter warns
LU’s operational strategy will ‘target the working
conditions and agreements of drivers on every line’ and
that ASLEF ‘will do whatever is needed to protect our
members’ working conditions and agreements’.
Tubeworker hopes ASLEF members will join all LU
grades in fighting to defend jobs in the coming year.
Instead of fighting our bosses on grade-specific issues
in separate unions, wouldn’t it be better if we were one
union, a workforce united against management? For
over twenty years now, one of Tubeworker's main
campaigns has been for cross-union solidarity among
Tube workers, for a single union for the industry.
Facing huge attacks, we need unity more than ever.

BOXING DAY STRIKE



HAPPY HOLIDAY!
Tubelines Lift and Escalator

engineers have been told they
can't book annual leave during the
Olympics, and yet they are still not
clear whether they will get a bonus.
    With stations open nearly all night,
there won't be time do maintenance in
engineering hours. Engineers will just
have to be on stand-by throughout the
day.
   In busy times, just one escalator out
of service causes serious congestion
and can result in stations closing.
Having engineers on-hand will be
essential for the Games. If this work is
so essential, why not reward it?

www.workersliberty.org/tubelines

EVACUATE YOURSELF?
LU are pushing the idea that, in the

event of a station evacuation, it is the
customers' responsibility to get
themselves out of the station.
   You will always get the odd stubborn
customer who refuses to take a fire alert
seriously. Of course we shouldn't put
ourselves at risk for them.
   But why is LU preaching this message
now? Preparing for reducing minimum
numbers, perhaps?

www.workersliberty.org/section12

NECESSARY DELAYS?
Problems persist with the sensitive

edge door technology on the
Victoria Line.
Recently, four sensitive edge incidents
in ten minutes resulted in a 40 minute
delay; the service didn't recover that
day.
   Management hate the sensitive edge
technology because it messes with their
precious reliability targets.
   But they put up with it because it
serves their long-term goal of getting
rid of drivers.
   Doesn't this sum up the way
employers use technology? They use it

to increase their control of us, kick us
out of work and increase
unemployment.
   That's why we need to fight through
our unions for technology to be used
to benefit workers and wider society.
Go on LU, lighten our workload and
improve the service for the public for
a change!

www.workersliberty.org/victoria

COUNT YOUR CASH?
LU's 'Surplus and Loss' procedure is

kicking in.
   Ticket sellers have been flooded with
several letters a week about
discrepancies in their account that could
result in disciplinary action.
   This is about sacking SAMFs, not
improving accountability as LU claims.
   Despite the ‘blind banking’ LU
operates, many SAMFs are counting
their cash rather than be disciplined.
With few ticket office staff since last
Feb, the workload is intolerable.
   Unions need to mount a fierce
campaign on this as an essential part of
the campaign against job cuts.

www.workersliberty.org/ticketoffices

ROUND THE CLOCK

Consultation on LU Olympics
rosters has begun.  As we knew,

we will be expected to work as late as
3am and book on early too.
   We should reject these rosters and
refuse to work them.  The unions
should co-ordinate our response.
While LU is expecting so much good
will, how can they deny station staff a
guaranteed bonus and only reward
drivers if they tear up hard-won
agreements on working times?

www.workersliberty.org/olympics

Most of us
have

welcomed the idea
of an RMT/TSSA
merger, knowing it
will strengthen us
in fighting the
bosses at a crucial
time.  Tubeworker has always felt that
merger talks should be open to members’
input, rather than behind-closed-doors.

Openness has become more urgent as
written reports from the merger talks have
stopped being issued by either union.

We should not be kept in the dark.  We
should have the final say over whether
our unions merge and what the merged
union looks like. It should have a
democratic rulebook, with democratic
processes for all political and industrial
decisions.

We hear that a possible sticking point is
the Labour Party.  TSSA is affiliated to
the Labour Party.  RMT’s rulebook is in
favour of affiliation to Labour, but
Labour excluded RMT in 2004 for
affiliating to the Scottish Socialist Party
and hasn’t readmitted them despite
disaffiliation from the SSP in 2007.

Apparently, TSSA wants a ‘sunset
clause’, tying the new merged union to
the Labour Party for ten years.  Any
'sunset clause' would be undemocratic and
unreasonable.

That said, many of us  at Tubeworker
would welcome affiliation by the merged
union to the Labour Party. Since 2004,
RMT has lacked a political voice.  It has
sponsored a group of MPs to push its
policies but this has been no substitute for
fighting inside the Labour Party to shape
the political voice that the working class
urgently needs.

The idea of closer links with Labour has
put some RMT activists off the merger.
But we should not let our justified, heart-
felt hatred of New Labour’s record blind
us to the advantages of the two unions
merging.

Whatever your views on  affiliation, it
should not prevent the merger. A
democratic conference of the merged
union, not private negotiations between
union leaders, should decide on
affiliation.  For now, activists in the
TSSA and RMT should press for the
merger to go ahead with maximum
openness.

RMT/TSSA
MERGER: GIVE

US A SAY!

Tubeworker’s weblog - daily updates - www.workersliberty.org /twblog
We’re on Facebook too. Make Tubeworker Bulletin your FB friend!


